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Note the everything in this

project will filmed through a

MacBook and mobile phone, not

through traditional methods.



2. INT. MACBOOK - EVENING.

Jeremy logs onto his MACBOOK and closes his lesson plan. His

calendar reminds him that he has an interview tomorrow. He

closes his reminder. He opens iTunes to play music, then

opens up Google Chrome. He logs into Facebook and keeps

scrolling down his homepage until he sees a status from

Aliya.

ALIYA

I NEED HELP...I don’t know where I

am. I’ve woken up in a tunnel and I

can’t find my way out. What should

I do?

The post has a few comments on it & has been shared a couple

of times. Someone Jeremy doesn’t recognise has commented on

the post.

PERSON #1

Oh shut up Aliya, why are you

always looking for attention?

#attentionwhore lol

THE SCREEN BLURS OUT

It reads "Does Jeremy believe Aliya’s post?"

10. INT. MACBOOK - EVENING.

JEREMY

Wait you can post your location on

Facebook! Try that. Make a new post

so everyone can see.

ALIYA

Ok

While he waits for Aliya to post, Jeremy clicks on her

profile and looks through her photographs. He clicks off and

sees that Aliya has posted as status. It is a map with a red

pointer at Higham Hill in London.

ALIYA

I don’t think this is my actual

location. the wifi is so spotty.

JEREMY

Thank God you’re still in London.

Aliya’s best friend, DINA comments on the post.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

DINA

The London Underground doesn’t get

any reception, but they have wifi

now. That’s probably where you are!

Jeremy opens a new tab and does a voice search for "London

Underground Wifi" and clicks on the first link. He reads

what’s on the page and then goes back to Facebook.

JEREMY

There are 250 stations that have

wifi. How the hell are we supposed

to figure out which one it is?

DINA

Well she’s obviously in a station

that’s close to the location she

just posted.

JEREMY

But that might not even be her

location. Aliya you should live

stream, we’ll see if we can figure

out where you are.

*Jeremy opens a new tab and does a voice search for

"Contacting police online". He gets a notification that

Aliya has gone live. He quickly clicks on it.


